MoU for Best Paper Publication

Date: 10-10-2013

To
Prof. M. Reza Mobasheri, Head of SASTech High Council (SHC) Chair, 8thSASTech 2014,
Khavaran Institute of Higher Education, Mashad, Iran.

Subject: Conference Best Paper Publication regarding.

Dear Respected Prof. M. Reza Mobasheri,

Greetings from “The Standard International Journals”. From your letter dated 30th September, 2013, we came to know about the 8th Symposium on Advances in Science and Technology (8thSASTech-2014: 8thSASTech.khi.ac.ir/en/), takes place under four commissions and will be held at 4 different times between Nov. 2013 to Feb. 2014. We are very much delighted and privileged to join hands with 8thSASTech-2014 as a Knowledge Partner. Please click here to check the conference details in our website.

The SIJ publishes unique and innovative articles of professional interest that emphasizes research, development and application on all fields of research from Science, Engineering and Management. The SIJ is an open access peer reviewed international journal. The journal is published both in online and printed form. The SIJ aims to reach a final decision on all manuscripts within 5 days of submission. The SIJ publishes articles on bi-monthly basis i.e., the articles will be published on the following months: February, April, June, August, October and December.

Benefits:

- We will consider the “Best Papers” for our journal publication in any one of the following four journals.
  - The SIJ Transactions on Advances in Space Research & Earth Exploration (ASREE),
    - Awaiting for ISSN
  - The SIJ Transactions on Computer Networks & Communication Engineering (CNCE),
    - Print ISSN: 2321 – 239X | Online ISSN: 2321 – 2403
  - The SIJ Transactions on Computer Science Engineering & its Applications (CSEA),
    - Print ISSN: 2321 – 2373 | Online ISSN: 2321 – 2381
  - The SIJ Transactions on Industrial, Financial & Business Management (IFBM)
    - Print ISSN: 2321 – 2411 | Online ISSN: 2321 – 242X

- Usually all the journal papers will be reviewed by three members (One Indian Reviewer, one Foreign Reviewer and one Guest Reviewer), but papers published in conferences will be reviewed by only one member (Either Indian Reviewer or Foreign Reviewer).

- The accepted papers that potentially have national or international significance will also be considered for publication in the “Special Annual Issue”. Special Annual Issue will cover the best manuscripts published under all the journals in The SIJ. This issue will be published every year in the month of December for all journals separately.

- All manuscripts will be indexed/listed in major database indexes like Google Scholar, Academia.edu, getCITED, Science Central, CiteULike, Linguist List, Computer Science Directory, Scribd, DocStoc, so that it can be accessed easily. We are working closely with many other major databases to get the journal indexed and will gradually publish more index information of the journal.

- Also we are providing 20% concession in the manuscript publication charge for extended version of conference papers.

Manuscript Publication Charge for On-line Publication: Rs. 1200 / 45 USD ($)*

Manuscript Publication Charge for Both Print & On-line Publication: Rs. 2200 / 115 USD ($)**

*Including paper handling charge, alignment, online publication, indexing in academic databases and transaction charges.

**Including 15 re-print copies, one journal issue, paper handling, alignment, editing, online publication, indexing in academic databases, transaction & postal charges.

--

Best Regards,

M. Balaji, Director & Associate Editor,
The Standard International Journals (The SIJ)